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Abstract

The movement of beach sediments, leading to e¡osion and accretion, has been shou,n by manl'

researchers to be fundamentally associated with nearshore rvave held properties such as wave

skervness. With recent advancements in velocity sensors, large collections of high cluality velocitl,

data are being gathered ancl examined throughout the world. SandyDuck '97, the source of the data

used herein, is one such collaborative effort of experimenters. Faculty and students from Dalhousie

University, the University of lVfanitoba and Memorial University of Newfoundland formed the

Canadian part of this collaboration. Over two months of semi-continuous data were collected from

five different locatiqns in the nearshore. Two of these locations were equipped rvith Acoustic

Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) sensors in addition to traditional Eiectromagnetic Curent Meters

(ElvfCM) and pressure sensors.

Using the ADV and EMCM from one of the trvo frames, a large dataset of concurreni and relativell,-

collocated velocity records has been compiled. These dara facilitate a detailecl comparison of the

instrumentation that addresses concems over the accuracy of the EMCM's. The results indicate ven'

good agreement between these records. Deviations betr.r,een the measurenents tiom the ttvo

instruments are discussed ancl can likely be explained simply by local variations, especially vertical

variations in the rvave field.

Using the ADV records from over a t\À/o month period, contributions to velocity ske'uvness are

exanrined. The majority of the velocity skewness at this location is shorvn to arise from only th¡ee of

a possibie ten terms resulting from an expansion of the cross-shore velocity into three parls; the mean

flow, the short wave part and the long wave part. The three dominant terms involve; i) the skewness

from the short rvave part, ii) the correlation between incident short waves and the mean flol, and iii)

the correlation betrveen the rvave envelope and the long wave motion.

Also using this ADV data, parameterization techniques that attempt to relate skes'ness to nearshore

parameters are evaluated. The main parameter used for these parameterization is the Ursell number.

The formulations suggestecl by these parameter techniques are shorvn to inadecluately describe the

skeu'ness because of an apparent lack of rvave asymmetry *'hich, ',vhen present, leads to an eventual

decrease in lvave, and therefore veiocity, skervness.
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CHAPTER 1 lntroduction

1 .1 Background

Coastal environments have ahvays attracted human interest. Recreational properties aiong rivers,

lakes and ocean shorelines are in demand nol, more than ever. The very same thing that makes these

properties clesirable also th¡eatens to take them arvay. The complex dynamics of coastal

environments continue to overcome man's attempt to subdue and control coastal erosion. Beach

environments are no exception.

Researchers have long been trying to understand the processes leading to the erosion and accretion of

beach sediments, with theories of beach equilibrium dating back to the late 1800's. These earliest

theories were generaliy based on the forces acting on a single grain, such as "the null-point

hypothesis". This theory, although attributed to Cornaglia (1889), r.vas developed ancl tested by Ippen

andEagleson(1955),EaglesonandDean(1961)andEaglesonetul.(1965). Theunderlyingideaof

this theory is coarser matenal of a well-graded sample of sediment deposited sear.vard of breaking rvill

be transported offshore, while.the finer material will be transported onshore. Field observations,

however, disagree with this suggestion.

Others have tried, rvith little success, to develop empirical models for predictins cross-shore beach

equilibrium that relate sediment transport rates to incident wave characteristics such as rvave

steepness, height or power. These models, often result in tenuous correlations and lack theoretical

justification

.1 Bispectral --lnalysis of Necn'shore Flotç LIeter Datct



lntroduction

Comish (1898) noticed that the shoreward velocity associated with a wave crest was n-ìore effective at

moving coarse sediment than was the seaward velocity associated with the wave trough, thus

introducing the link betrveen sediment transport and velocity skervness. This is consistent rvith

Stokes theory (1847) that predicts that the onshore velocity is stronger and shorter in duration than the

offshore velocity. Wave skervness and asymmetry are illustrated in Figure f .i, and are exhaustively

discussed in further sections of this thesis.

lnman and Bagnold (1963) rvere the first to formalize the importance of a skewed osciilatory r,'eiocity

field to cross-shore beach equilibrium. In doing so, they developed an equation for the equilibrium

beach slope,

rvlrere B is the beach slope, tan / is the sediment coefficient of füction (Coulomb, 1716), and C is the

ratio of the energy dissipatecl due to friction cluring seaward sediment transport to that during the

shorervard transport of sediment. lnman ancl Frautschy (1966) proposed that this ratio, C, rvas

proportional to a function of 3'd powers of the cross-shore flor,v.

Bagnold's model for beclload transport (Bagnolcl, 1963, 1966), as developed and fonnulatecl by

Bailard and In¡ran (1981), is

tan(B)= ,*(ø) l,l - q l,____\r / ____\r/[i+C 
J,

i,vhere ì¿ is total bedload transport, t¡ is an efficiency factor, c¿ is the bottom drag coefficient, p is the

rvater density, u is the total instantaneous velocity vector, i is a unit vector in the onshore direction.

I I denotes the modulus of, änd < > denotes a suitable time average. This model for bedload

transport is particularly attractive because it contains only a few "free parameters", t¡ ând c¿ and

implicitly incorporates the downslope component of gravity by including beach slope dependence.

The principle assumptions of the model are 1) the bedload transport responds instantaneously to the

florv and 2) the flor,v is fully developed; i.e., the model does not describe the initiation of sediment

novement, nor does it apply to large particles that may move only intermittently during peak florvs -
this has been incorporated into more recent formulation of the model (Hardisty, 1983: Borven and

Doerine. 1984).

(ro ) = mlt"'> -**oÊ l,r ) 
r],

(i 1)
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lntroduct¡on

In the shoaling region it is usually reasonable to assume near-normal incidence waves and weak long-

shore currents, in which case the total instantaneous velocity vector u can be replaced by the cross-

shore component of velocity u; thus,

This is the sane formulation for bedload transport used by Bor.ven (1980) to investi_qate beach

equilibrium. If Beach equilibrium occurs by bedload transport (;r) : 0, then

1','\
tan(P) = tan(ø)ì+'

\l"l i
Various definitions oivelocity skewness have been studied, but the usual definition, is given by,

L 
-. 

r\

c _ \(u-u)" )
"- t. -,r\31 

'

\lu-u)- )'-

(+)=ffi1ç,t-ffi(,,r)]

lvfost researchers have adopted a convention whereby they compute moments about the record mean.

Because both moment terrns in (1.4), (r,')u+d (lrlt¡-" computed from the total. instantaneous

florv, they inclr.rde any contribution fiom the mean florv. The effect of the mean is often removed in

order to conlpare moments betrveen records. Also, because bispectral analysis is the Fourier

transform of the second-order covariance function, the mean flor,r, is removecl in the transform.

Bispectral anal.vsis cannot therefore elucidate any interactions with the mean flor,v.

The use of Bailard and Inman's model (1.3) is very diff,rcult because one rvould require detailed

spatiai and temporal measurements of the florv field in order to estimate (at) anO {lli|3) Estimation\ / \r r/

of these parameters by other means would therefore be very desirable. Linear theory cannot be used

to estimate third-order moments because it represents the sea surface as a linear superposition of

waves of randorn phase, which by defìnition has zero sker,vness.

(1 3)

Some researchers have modeled the spatial variability of velocity moments usin_s Stokes rvaves. This

is cluestionable since shoaling a Stokes rvavetrain does not lead to wave asynunetry because the

hannonic components of the r,vavetrain remain phase-locked and in phase with the primary, (Doering.

1995). \\rar.'es in nature become asymmetric as the phase of the n'h harmonic is shifted by nn/2.

(1 4)
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lntroduction

(Figure 1 . i ). This phase shifting not only leads to an increase in rvave asyrnmetry; it also leads to an

eventual decrease in rvave skervness.

Huntley and Borven (1975) were among the earliest to obtain relatively accurate measurements of the

nearshore florv using fast response electromagnetic cunent meters. In their study, they contrasted the

hyclroclynamics over shallorv and steeply sloping beaches. Over the shallorv slope, they observ'ed an

onshore cross-shore velocity skewness that decreased slowly r.vith decreasing depth. Over the steep

slope, hor,vever, they noticed the cross-shore sker.vness decreased rapidly as the waves reached

shallo,,ver depths and changed sign after reaching the break zone, indicating an oiïshore skewed florv

in the surf zone.

Greenwood ancl Sherman (198a) shorved that the cross-shore velocity skewness (including mean florv

contributions) tended to be positive lakelvard of the bar and negative landr.vard, over a gentle sloping,

mr,rltiple barrecl beach in the Great Lakes.

Guza and Thomton (1985) examined the spatial and temporal variations of many velocity momerìts

inclucling tl-re thircl moment, rvhich is related to_the sker,vness. They found that the velocity skervness

increased as the rvavetrain began to shoal, reached a maximum seaward of breaking and then

clecreased.

Elgar and Guza (1985) usecl bispectral anaiysis to analyze skervness and asymmetry of shoaling

surface gravitl' wave pressure measlrrements. They noticed that in deep water, phase coupling

occurred betr.veen iorv and higher frecluencies rvithin the spectral peak, suggesting a difference

interaction betrveen primary frequencies. They also observed that the lor.v frequency \,vave was 180o

out of phase rvith the primary, indicative of bound long waves. Lr shallorver rvater, they noticed

numerous triad interactions involving 1", 2"0,3'o and higher harmonics and an evolution of the phase

relations betlveen these rvincl-wave frequenc-"- triads consistent r.vith the steepening of the shorervard

face of a progressive lvave. ln very shallorv water, the phase coupling betr,veen lorv ancl r,r,'ind-rvave

frequencies resulted in a skervness rvith opposite sign to, and about 40% of the magnitude of, the

skervness arising from interactions betrveen the primary and higher frequencies.
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lntroduction

Foote et.al. (1992) examined various contributions to total cross-shore velocity skewness using a

simpler approach. They chose to consider the total instantaneous cross-shore velocity as the sum of

tlrree constituent parts, i.e.,

Lt=Lt*Ltr*.Lt,,

where u : lhe total instantaneous velocity field,

¿7 : the mean flow,

ls: the short wave contribution, and

zt¡: the long r.vave contribution.

By expanding (rr') in terms of these three components, the normalized cross-shore velocity skewness

becomes

/ 3\
(rr') = lu + u, + u,) (I.i)

--ì 
ì. ì ^J ^J.- ^" ^. ^J ^-l=Lt-+.L!r'*u,- *sttttr- lStttt,- *6Ltttrtt,*5tt,-ttrI'tt,-tt, lttt-ttrlttt-tt,

t"'''', (r) (z) (¡) (c) (s) (o) (z) (a) (q) (ro)

The ten terms of this expansion each represent different contributions to the total velocity

moment; their contributions are as foiiows:

Term 1 is the mean florv cubed

Terrn 2 represents the short wave velocity skewness

Term 3 represents the long wave velocity skervness

Term 4 represents the Inman/Bagnold-t1pe term rvhere short rvaves

mobilize the sediment, which is then moved by a mean florv.

Term 5 is similar to Term 4, except the sediment mobilization is due to

the long waves.

Term 6 I_t
Term 7 ) correlations betrveen short and long rvave components.

rerm 8 -j

(1.6)
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lntroduct¡on

They found that particular moment tenns dominate through the nearshore zone. Searvard of the surf

zone, terms 2, 4 and 8 dominated the total skervness, rvhereas within the surf zone terms 2, 4 and, 5

clominated. ln both cases the mean florv contribution was signif,rcant, (i.e., term 4).

Tenls 9 & 10 are, by def,tnition, very small (=0) because they invoive

the averaging ofrandom variables u, and 14, respectively.

Foote and Huntley (1994) examined cross-shore cunent and suspended secliment data. They

compared skewness contributions tiom each of mean, iong and short r,vaves to sediment suspension

data.

Doering ancl Borven (1995) exarnined the spatial variation of velocity skewness and asynrmetry for

shoaling and breaking surface gravity waves. Using the Ursell parameter, they successfully

parameterizecl the cross-shore velocit.u* skewness anci asymmetry arising from phase coupling betrveen

rvind-',vave frequencies. This was done using the bispectrum as an analysis tool. It shorved that the

variation of normalized integrated biamplìtude arising from the self-self interaction of the primary is

r,vell describecl by the Ursell mulber. They also developed the follolving equations for integrated

biampiirude, skewness and asymmetry arising from wind-rvave components, i.e.,

S,u = [O.S + O.62log(Ut")] cos{[-90o + 90o tanh(0.73 l Ur)]n/1 80], and

A,,u. = [O.S + 0.621og(L't'¡]sin{[-90o + 90o tanh(0.73 lUr)]n /180] ,

respectively. The lJrsell parameter rvas computed using a shalior,v water approximation and is given

by

B,*. = 0.8+0.621og(Ur) ,

Doering et. al. (2000) developed an anal¡ical expression for the skervness of a large collection of

data from a number of fieid envlronments using genetic programmine. The expression. shorvn in

equation 1.13, provided a good fit to data collected during field experiments in Terschelling.

Netherlancls and Duck. North Carolina (1994 &.1997). This erpression,"r,as chosen from a number of

-l Bispec'tral Analysis o.Í',ruecu'shore Flolr lÍeter Døta
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lntroduction

candidates because it had the highest correlation rvith the measured data. It is diff,rcult, as

acknowledgecl by the authors, to observe a clear physical meaning of the expression

where

S = -14.076[tanh (t + o, +

". = ll-o,r,11 
i^'¡ tù,| i lä4.( u n \(rì:!l-u'z'-l Llh ll-['"=J'

,,, =lLlh -0.2181 . and' lu, I

u' =H ,rÊ

2.582
' Llh

a, =l€ -o.zoil,

Z is the incicient rvave length, h is the local still r,vater depth, fl, is the significant rva.,'e heisht, and

is the surf similarity parameter.

*".)] +74.133,

1,2 Research Objectives

It is generally accepted that rvave and therefore velocity skewness is a major contributor to the

suspension of secliment in nearshore sandy environments. Most of the research that suggests this

sediment transport link to rvave sker,vness has been done usins velocity data obtained rvirh

electromagnetic current meter (EMCM) technology. With the advent of nerver acoustic technologies,

such as the Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV), it is thou_eht that our abilitl to measure near-

bottom rvater velocities has been considerably improved. Tiiese instruments har,,e the ability 
.to

remotely measure the th¡ee components of velocity, at sampling rates up to 25 Hz. The database used

for this research is comprised of over two months of semi-continuous data from trvo nearshore

stations. each rvith collocated ADV and EMCM instrumentation.

(1.12)

(1.i3)

(r.14)

(1 .1 5)
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lntroduction

Using these data, the objectives ofthis research are therefore:

i) to attempt to validate or scrutinize eristing research that is based on electromagnetic velocit_v

measurements by comparing coliocated EMCNI and ADV measurements,

to examine tlie adequacy of ADV instrumentation in measuring near bottom velocities,

to examine the parameterization of skervness and asymmetry in the nearshore, and

to examine the relative contributions to skervness from the mean flow, infragravity and

gravity waves.

iù

iiÐ

iv)
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(a) Sinusoidal

(b) Skewness
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(c) Asymmetry
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Figure 1.1 (a) Schematic shorving a sinusoidal profile that is symmetric rvith respect to both the horizontal and

\¡ertical. (b) A skerved profile, i-e., one that lacks symmetry with respect to the horizontai. Note that this

profile is vertically symmetric. (c) An asymmetric profiie, i.e., one that lacks symmetr-v rvith respect to the

vertical. Note that this profìle is horizontaliy symmetric. The spectral composition and phase of the

harmonics u,ith respect to the plimary frequency (f) is shorvn to the right of the profile. \otice that (b) and

(c) har-e identical spectral composition. Holever, the phase of the n'h harmonic is shifted by n'i2 for the

asymmetric prohle, whereas the harmonics are all phase-locked and in phase for the skerved Stokes-type

rvave. A phase relation betiveên the harmonics and the primary other than that shown in (b) and (c) results

in a profile that is both skewed and asymmetric. (source: Doering 1988)
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CHAPTER 2 The Field Experiment

2.1 lntroduction

The data used in this research was collected during an international collaborative effort of over 250

pafticipants in Duck, North Carolina. This experiment, knolr,n as SandyDuck '97, was the most

recent of a series of experiments at Duck. Hosted by the U.S. Anny Corp. of Engineers, the

experirnent u'as held at the U.S. Anny Co.p., Office of Naval Research Field Research Facility in

Duck, N.C. near Cape Hatteras. The t'acility is equipped with instrumentation for rvind, lvave, current

and tidal measurement. During the experiment, these measurements were supplemented rvith

bathymetry', deep-rvater rvave data ancl clirectional rvave data. The physical characteristics of the

experiment sile.,vere typical of the sandy shores of the ban-ier islands of North Carolina's coast.

The research herein is part of one of a series of experiments rvithin Sancl.'*Duck '97, performed by a

Canadian tearn of investigators and students from Dalhousie University, the University of ìv{amtoba

and lvlemorial University of Ner.vfoundland. The scientific objectives of this group were numerous,

emphasizing nearshore sediment and fluid dynamics. The Canadian experiment was to involve the 6-

node, L-shaped array sholvn in Fi-zure 2.1, horvever, node E'uvas never instrumented. lnstruments

depioyed included sonar imaging ecluipment. combination pressure gauge and current meter (PIJV)

sensors. 3-component coherent Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) velocity profiiers, temperature

sensors. tiame-tílt sensors, and broadband hydrophones for ambient noise measurements.

-1 Bispectru! -Jtnlysis of trearshore Flo.l I'Ieter Datct 10
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2.2 The Experimental Site Nearshore Environment

Coastal landtbrms can vary greatl,v- in character. The geological processes that occur may be dyramic

ancl rapidly' changing or they can be comparatively stable. The low, long and nalrow barrier islands

of the United States typically retreat at rates of i4 to 2 meters per year, horvever rates in excess of 20

meters per,vear have been observed.

The expenmental site chosen was typical of the North Carolina Barrier Islands (Figures 2.2 to 2.4).

The nearshore bottom slopes lvere roughiy 1:100,..vith a bar located approximately 50-70 meters

offshore. Fìgure 2.5 illustrates the cross-shore profiles near the two instrument frames used in this

study.

2.3 lnstrumentation

The instmrentation cleployed by the Canaclian team of investigators was positioned as shorvn in

Figure 2.1. Frames A through D fonned a cross-shore affay of measurements and frames A and F

\\,ere to pror-ide some insiglit into the long-shore structLrre of the nearshore dytamics. Figure 2.5

illustrates cross-shore prohles at stations 875.975 and 1025 (FRF coordinate system long-shore

me asurements. refer to Figure 2.1).

The data used for this research was processed and grouped into th¡ee data sets: (1) EMCM (sampled

continuousl 
"r' @, 2Hz), (2) ADV (sampled intermittently @ 25Hz) and (3) Concunent, nearly-

collocatecl EN,lCtvf and ADV (@ 2Hz and.25H2, respectively). The first data set \vas used to examíne

the contributions to the bulk skervness arising from the lorv frequency, high frequency and mean florv

velocities. The second was to examine parameterization techniques. The third data set was recluired

to facilitate the inter-comparison. To satisfy these requirements, only the ADV, EM and pressure

sensors on iiames B and F could be used. The usefulness of the data collected at frame F rvas limited

as a result of intemrittent burial of the sampling volume and boundary-induced turbulence and

secliment suspension. The data recorded by each of these is described in $2.4.

,7 Bispecrt'al ^1¡talvsis oJ'\-earshore Flotr l,leter Dara 11
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2.3.1 The SonTek ADV-Ocean

Both of the frames used for this study (B & F) were equipped rvith a SonTek Acoustic Doppier

(Ocean) Velocimeter (ADV). The respective elevations of each ADV transducer face on frames B

and F were -2.46 m and -1.5 m, National Geodetic Vefiical Datum CNIGVD), respecrively. The

ADV, and accompanying softlvare, calculates tlree components of velocity rvithin a renote sampling

volume iocated approximately 18 cm away from the transducer face (Figure 2.6). The transducer

transmits a series of short sound pulses at a known frequency. Each sound pulse travels through the

water and is reflected in ali directions by the parliculate matter in the water. A portion of this enerqy

reaches the sampling volume and is reflected back to the three receivers on the ADV. The softrvare

then uses a teclinique callecl pulse coherent (or pure coherent) processing to resolve the 3D velocity

fìelcl relative to the orientation of the probe. A detailed erpianation of the principles of operation is

given by SonTek (1996).

2.3.2 The lVlarsh-McBirney Electromagnet¡e Ot¡rreni trVleter

Each of the five instrument frames deployed by the Canadian team included Ma¡sh-NlcBirney

Electromagnetic Curent lvfeters (EN,ICN4). Because the elevations of these units rvere not available.

they rvere estimated using the rvater levels measured by the FRF Q{GVD) at the pier and the

measured pressure recorcls at each frame. For each of a series of pressure records, the mean presslrre

(meters of water) .,vas subtracted from the water surface elevation (NGVD). The resuitins time series

of E\fCÌv'I elevation estimates r.vere then examined, any apparent outliers were removed, and the

remaining values were averaged giving an approximation of the instrument elevation. This provicles

only an estimate of the elevation of the current meters, given that the local r.vater surface elevation

could be affected by factors such as radiation stress and that the pressure measurements rvere

periodicall,v affected by sand collecting in the tubes. For the purposes herein, horvever, only an

approxinate elevation is necessary because above the bottom boundary-affected region the flolv

dynamics should be very similar. Fi_zure 2.7 illustrates the above-described estimation. The F,lvfClvl

elevations on frames B and F were -0.40 m and -0.55 m QIIGVD), respectively.
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The EMCIvI's operate on the principle of Faraday's Lalv, r.vhich srates that a conductor moving i' a

magnetic field induces atr electrical potential that is proportional in magnitude to the velocity of the

motion of the conductor. This electrical potential acts at right aneles to both the direction of motion

and the magnetic freld axis. This magnetic fìeld is generated b1' driving a coil that is iocated in the

head, with an alternating square rvave, (Doering 19S8). The four electrodes on the head of the probe

(Figure 2.8) are located in a plane normal to the magnetic field eenerated by the solenoicl. These

electrodes are capable of measurinstrvo orthogonal components of induced voltage (i.e.. flor,v) inthe
plane tirat they define. In our case, the probe u,as oriented so that the four eiectrodes lvere located in
a horizontal plane, allor,ving clirect measllrements of the two components of the horizontal florv.

These data rvere rotated in order to aiign their axis with those of the ADV; see $2.5.3.

2.4 The Field Data

With the completion of the experimental field program, the Canadian investigation team left North

Carolina rvith a large amount of data from each of the current-rneters and pressure sensors. The

cluality of these data variecl, and not all of it lvas suitable for this research.

2.4.1 ADV Ðata

The Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters \!ere configured to sample the three component velocity field at

a rate of 25 lHz. Their operation rvas not continuous, recordine 1br approximately 20 nrinutes at a

time either once or tr.vice an hour, clepending on the sea state. The ciata .,vas intemaliy converted to

velocities by the SonTek package in real-time, stored on the main sen er in the Canadian onshore lab

and then r,vritten to compact ciiscs. ln addition to the velocit;- data, the SonTek instrumentation

recorded sample{o-bed distance, sound speed and some quality control data. A GPS was used to

recorcl atomic-clock tirnes for syncirronization of all data. Descriptions of these data follorv.

Speed of Sound; Because the speed of the acoustic pulses through u.ater is critical in the velocity

computations, it rvas recorded fo¡ each record. This value is a ñlnction of temperature and

salinity'. and is automaticaliy accounted for in the velocity' calculations. This parameter $'as

therefbre not required post-experiment.
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o Sanele to Boundury Distance: The SonTek instrumentation nìeasures the distance from the

sampling volume to the bed. Unfortunately, only one value is recorded per velocity record. A

negative value is recorded in situations r,vhere the boundary cannot be cletected. This happens

rvhen the distance is either too large or too small (i.e., buriecl sampling volume). This can also

happen rvhen the sediment concentrations are too high. ln some cases the distance to boundary

could not be measured, y'et the data looks real (albeit very turbulent). The distance to the

boundary for: these records could only be speculated by examining those records befo¡e ancl after

it.

o Return Signal Amplitudes and Correlcttion's; ln order to assess the quaiity of the ADV

data. the SonTek units record signal cluality data. This includes signal+o-noise ratios, signal

strength and outgoing sig¡al/return signal correiations.

2.4,2 Eil/lCMl Data

Tlre ElvlClvls neasured the horizontal velocities at a rate of 2 Hz. These instruments operated almost

continr.rousiy, lr-ith scattered dorvntimes for tecþical probiems. Generally, these data were collected

in %hour recorcls.

The coordinate systems of these velocity measurements clepencled on the orientation of the probes,

r,vhich r.r,ere periodicaily br,rmped and rotated, presumably by debris. Divers measured these rotations

occasionally tll'oughout the experiment.

In orcler to measure r,vater velocities, the instruments required calibration, rvhich rvas done usinq tow

tank experiment data in the laboratory faciiity of the Oceanoeraphy Department at Dalhousie

lJniversit,v. In doing this, the sensor is tor,ved at different speeds and directions. "Data from both

flo,,v directions is used to avoid obtaining an erroneous offset. A linear least-squares reglession is

used to detemine the electronic offset and linear gain calibration fàctor" (Doering, 19S8), i.e..

speecl = oîset + gctittxotttput('olts) .

Using these values of offset ancl gain for each instrument, the \\,ater velocities rvere compLlted in real

time in the field.
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2.4.3 Pressure Meter Data

Like the Eìv'f current meters, the pressure meters recorded the rvater pressltre at a rate of 2 Hz.

Obviously, the pressures recorded by this instrument should have been independent of their

orientation. Because the pressure tubes were m.ounted facing upwards, however, sand tended to

collect inside them raising concerns as to the data cluality. These instruments were positioned

adjacent to the EM probes.

2.5 Data Processing

Three data sets rvere usecl for the analysis clescnbed in this thesis. The first tr,vo required only data

checking and despiking (if necessary), the last ho$,ever required concurrent time series of ADV and

EM velocity measurements to facilitate the intercomparison. This requirement limited the data

substaniiaily. If either the ENI or the ADV data u'as bad, neither could be used. Also, with the ADV

sampling for only twenty minutes at a time, either once or trvice an hour (depending on the mode of

operation). mr:ch of the ENi data r.vas not useful. lvluch larger clata sets, however, r,vere available for

the rernaining analysis (data sets I S. 2) becauséirost of these limitations did not apply.

2.5.1 Ðata Set #1 (EIVTCM Velocity lVtreasurements)

Using automated routines, all of the electroma*snetic curent meter data r,vas checked for outliers,

ivhich ri ere sr-rbsequently removecl. Almost all of the outlier values in these data have a dropout value

of32.767. Thesepointsr.r,ereeasilyfoundandreplaceclr.viththeaverageoftheadjacentpoints. The

fer.v remaining outliers 'uvere found manuaily and the time series were corrected by either replacing

these noints, salvaging a portion of the time series or by simply discarding the record. Unfortunately,

most oi ihese bad data occurred in groups, making their replacement in-rpossible.

In order to correct the gain and phase attenuation associated with the transfer function of the

electromagnetic floiv meter electronics, a gain phase correctìon rvas applied to the data. By canying

out a nodal analysis of the nominal electronic components, Doering, (i988) found the transfer

functions for the trvo filters in the flor.v meter electronics to be
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Filter I

Fiher 2

G'(f) =1'0, f <IHz

,(2nf-r7.91, lznr+17.91
Q,U ) = tan ' 

\--", l+ 
tan 

\--" r-J

-ls rr-r"g(v[,'?' *a2600' )-'.r(.F"'f'"* ¡1G.("f) = 10 L

tzo-f ),, -,fzr.f)a.(f)= tan- \ffi\+ tan-r t?l

G(fl and ffi are the gain and phase corrections, respectively', and/is a frecluency (Hz).

Throughout the field experiment, the electromagnetic current meters were found to abruptl-v- rnove on

their mounting rods. These movements, observecl from the cross- and long-shore velocity

measurements using principle axis theory, are believed to be due to debris impact, significant rveecl

accumulation, etc. This required correction in order to maintain a consistent coorclinate system.

Also, in order to perfomr an intercomparison betrveen the ADV and EM data, it was necessaly to

ensure that the cross-shore and long-shore axis of each data record coincicled. For these reasons, the

ENf time series rvere rotated using the principal axis rotation method shorvn beior.v:

(2.1)

(2.2)

lt,

u.

ti.

V,

ì).

v.

1/

(2.3)

(2.4)

u,

llt

Lt-

LI

r¡,'here zr'¡ is the rotated i'r'term in the cross-shore velocity time series,

1,', is the rotated ith term in the long-shore velocity time series,

lr¡ is the i'l'term in the cross-shore veiocity time series,

r,¡ is the i'h temr in the long-shore velocity time series, and

d is the required rotation angle.
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The data r.vere rotated using angles as measured periodically by divers. ln order to perfonn a check

on these field measurements, a principle axis analysis was pertbrmed on each concnrrent -\DV ancl

EMCIV{ record. It rvas assumed that, because of the close proximity of these tlvo instruments,. tlie

principle direction of wave propagation should have been the same at each. The difference in the

angles as determined by the principle axis analysis for each instrument provided an estinate of the

required ElvlClvl-rotation angle. Figure 2.9 illustrates the measured and estimated rotation angles

throughout October for frames B ancl F. The required rotation angles rvere via the tbilorvin-e

equations that estimate the angle of the principle axis vector that maximizes the cross-shore velocities

and minimizes the long-shore velocities.

rotcttion = tan-r ((ry (',))/(ry (,,)))

rotcttion= 0.5 tan-r (, (,",) llþ,' ) - (r' )])

roîatio,= tan-r ((1" - ("))')/((,, - (,,))'))

The vanation between these values was corpiclered acceptable, contrary to the aforementioneci

assumption, because of the horizontal and veftical distance betrveen the tu,o instruments.

2.5.2 Þata Set #2 (ADV Velocity Measurments)

The ADV .,vas manually observed for bad records andior bacl portions of records. Because of the

large amounts of data available, records that containecl segments of bacl data..vere eliminated from the

data set. An automated routine was applied to the remaining records in order to correct any outliers.

Most of the bad records lvere obvious, holvever, there rvere some cases rvhen the sampling volume

$'as too close to the bed and it became difficult to distinguish betrveen turbulence and noise. Velocity

accelerations, far exceeding those expected, rvere found near the bed. Figure 2.10 shorvs a sample of

EMClvl and ADV data. When very near the bottom, the ADV exhibits a much more noisy structure

than the EìvlClvI (mounted higher in the r.vater column), even though it appears to follorv the same

(lori er frequency) carrier waves. In order to assess this data, the accelerations of the time series rvere

plotted. (Fi_qure 2.11). Given that the magnitudes of these accelerations greatly exceecl the

acceleraiions due to the restoring tbrce of gravit;-, (g:9.806 nt/s2), one rr'or,rld hlpothesize that this

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)
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data is not merely turbulent fluctuations. It seems more likely, rather, that the rapid fluctuations are

noise, caused b1' one or more of the reasons explained in $2.3.1.

SonTek (1996) lists a few sources of interference associated with bounclary layer measurements. The

first source is if the boundary enters the sampling volume. "In this case the ADV rvill be measuring

the Doppler shifi of the reflection from the boundary rather than the reflection from particles in the

water. This rvill typically bias velocities towards zero (since the boundary is nonnally stationar),),

although this is not compietely predictable þarticulariy if dealing rvith non-stationary or non-unifomr

boundaries)."

The ADV sends two pulses for each velocity measurement, therefore a second source of bounclary

interference can result ifthe reflection ofthe first pulse from the boundary overlaps the retum signal

of the second pulse from the sampling volume, Figure 2. i 2.

Some of the records that remained following this screening process required despiking. The ADV

data had many more outliers than the EMCM, (with random values). ìvlanual clespiking r.vas therefore

not feasible. Instead. an automated routine rvas used that found all points lying beyond a r.vindor.v

from a lorvpass of the record. This rvindow was defined as 4.i037 standard deviations of the

loi.vpass-removed record (Equation 2.8). This is the value associated rvith the 99.996% conficlence

interval; i.e.. 1 in 25,000. In order to obtain an acceptable fit for th;t l61r,pass, a f,rrst lorvpass using a

graham filter rvith cutoff and terminal frequencies of 4iTo and 4/To+0.05 rvas useci. A r.vindorv was

createcl from this lor,vpass, defìned by

rvhere ¿l is the uncorrected time series, and LP is the time series generated by lor,vpass filtering lr.

The procedure used is illustrated in Figure 2.13. This method r.vas considered acceptable because of

the Gaussian form lhat u-LP exhibited. Also, this Gaussian high frequency fluctuation also hints

tor.vard its unimportance as a contribution to skervness. Any points lying outside this rvindow were

replaced by the corresponding lou'pass value. Because the spikes had a deleterious effèct on the fit of

this first lorvpass, another was run on the neu. record. Havine done this. another (better fìtting)

f tp + 4.1037 o
lT/indow = I tt-Lr

Itp - 4.\037 o,,_r,'
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window was created and the points that were replaced previously as well as any new outliers \¡/ere

replaced with the corresponding value of this new lorvpass.

The number of points replaced in each record. was recorded. In order to check the despiking

algorithm, these values were compared to the number of points that should have exceeded the

99.996% conftdence intervai, (i.e., 1 in 25,000 points). The records generally had more than 50 data

points replacecl (up to nearly 350 points in the extreme cases), far more than should statistically have

been expectecl. This lvould suggest that the replaced values were clone so appropriately, because the

statistics r,voulcl suggest they were spikes.

2.5.3 Data Set #3 (Golocated EMCM and ADV Ftecords)

Because each pair of "collocated" sensors on frames B and F lvere horizontally separateci by

approximately 0.70 m ancl 0.75 m, respectively, the velocity time series of each r.r,ere lageed by an

amount depending on the group velocity and the clirection of wave propagation. ln orcler to account

for this, ancl because the real time was inelevant in this analysis, a cross-correlation r,vas pertbrmed in

order to determine tliis lag for each recorcl (after a temporary resampling of the AÐV and EIICM to

10 Hz). One of the time seriès r.vas then temporarily time-shifted by this amount and the tu'o series

r.vere then ttuncated at their be-einning and/or end so as to have the same starting and ending times.

The lag rvas then removed and its value recorded for later use. The original sampling ¡ates of 2 Hz

and25 Hz rvere retained for the EMCM and ADV time series, respectively.

Because most of the EIvICM data recorded in September rvas subject to a time jitter problem. it rvas

decided that only the data recorded in October would be used for the intercomparison analysis,

leaving a still substantial dataset. The bad records were removed from the data set, identified using

automated routines based on parameters such as the correlation betrveen the ElvI and the ADV. Of

course, resampling of the ADV data to 2 Hz was fìrst required. The remaining data rvas visually

checked for quality.
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The Field Experiment
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The Field Experiment

Figure 2.6. ADV Remote Sampling Strategy.
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The Field Experiment
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Figure 2.12. ADV Return Signal Overlap. (a) refurn signal from pulse 1, (b) return signal from pulse
2, (c) signal interference from the boundary layer rehrrn ofpulse 1.
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CHAPTER 3 Current Meter
lntercomparison

3.1 lntroduction

Since the introduction of the Marsh-McBirney model 512 electromagnetic current meter in the early

1970's, many coastal investigators have taken advantage of, and relied upon, their speed and

presumed accuracy. Replacing the rotor-type sensors that preceded them. the Marsh-ìvfcBirney

electroma-enetic cur¡ent meter was capable of recording large amounts of data at frequencies of up to

2 Hz. This plesumed accuracy, however, has qot gone unchallenged. Sussestions have been made

that the ACIDC gain response could have errors of up to 40% (Aubrey et. a1, 1984), although this

disagreed rvith the vast majority of literature. These findings have since been dismissed. Another

concern, hon'ever, is the flor,v disturbances caused by the sensor itself. It seems very tikely that there

could be an effect on the flow regime in its vicinity since the four probes that measure the florv are

located on a relatively large sphere. This effect, if it existed, r,vould only be expected under

oscillatory florv since the instruments were calibrated using a tow tank. (i.e., not oscillatory).

Although the majority of investigators believe the EMCM's to be an accurate means of measuring

orbital velocities, a cletailed examination of such still seems desirable. One of the objectives of this

research noted in $1.2 is to examine the measurements of the EMCM on frame B as compared to the

concurrent measurements made by the neighbouring ADV.

Doering and Borven (1987) performed a comparison of skewness estimates from Marsh-ìVfcBirney

Current ìv{eters (MMCM's) and colocated pressure sensors. Using 
".orr-rp..,ral 

analysis, they found

that colocated IvfMCM measurements were highly coherent, both inside and outsicle the surf zone.

Consequently, normalized skewness estimates computed from the bispectrum from these current

meters diltered by only a ferv percent. Comparison of the IvIMCN'Í and the pressure sensor had
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similar results. They showed that the observed differences between normalized skewness estimates

from the pressure sensor and the MMCI are consistent with the theoretical expectation that pressure

has a nonlinear dependence on velocity. Given that their observations were consistent with

theoretical expectations; Doering and Bowen (1987) asserted that MMCM was not subject to errors of

the magnitude suggested by Aubrey et. al. (1984).

In orderto address the question of flow disturbances from the spherical probe, Guza and Thornton

(1980) designed and built an open-framed electromagnetic current meter in order to perform an

intercomparison between it and the Marsh McBirney model. They evaluated the correlation between

hourly records and noticed a constant bias between the measured mean flows that were roughly equal

to the estimated accuracy of the sensor offset calibrations. They noticed that the root-mean-square

deviations from this bias were less than 2.0 crnJs, and were contributed to by errors in both gain

calibration and sensor orientation. In addition to comparisons of measured oscillatory currents, they

compared the measured currents to those estimated using linear theory applied to colocated pressure

sensor measurements. Time series of Ur,n,, (the rms total oscillatory flow for a 1-hour record), were

generated and were found to be very highly correlated. They examined fluctuations of Ur*, ratio

about the mean ratio and indicated these would be indicative of flow meter gain distortions probably

associated with variations in the hydrodlmamic environment. Their examination of the ratio of Ur*,
from both deployments suggested that their open-framed sensor overresponded, relative to the

spherical probe, at low total speeds (mean * IJr,nr), and underresponded at higher total speeds.

Relative to pressure data and linear theory, both flow meter types overresponded at low speeds and

underresponded at high total speeds. They were unable to determine if these apparent gain distortions

of the flow meters relative to pressure are associated with errors in the linear theory or with the

response characteristics of the flow meters. Cross-spectra between all sensors (including the

pressure) show high coherence and phase differences of a few degrees, and they suggest that the

response of both flow meters is only slightly frequency dependent. They also discussed various

practical difficulties in accurately measuring the flow-induced micro-volt potentials in an

electromagnetically noisy envirorìment, with potentially interfering current meters. From all of these

findings, these authors concluded that both instruments, (i.e. open frame and MMCM), performed

favorably for measuring orbital velocities.
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Aithough it is acknowledged that for the present study there rvill be some differences in the flor.v

behavior at each instrument location, they are sufficiently close to one another that the time series

should be quite similar. As discussed in Chapter 2, those ADV records that were thought to have a

boundary effect rvere not used in this comparison because one would expect a difference between

them and another record measured hieher in the rvater column.

3.2 Comparative Parameters and Methodology

The purpose of this intercomparison is to gain insight into the accuracy of both the EMCM and the

ADV measurentents às they pertain to nearshore hydrodynamics. For this reason, it seems necessaly

to include an eramination of higher order moments in the comparison. Differences in the original

time series rvill be increasingly amplifìed through higher order analysis.

In order to compare the time series of each of the two instruments, several parameters were chosen.

The most obvious, of course, were linear regression and correlation between the tlvo time series. The

first four statistical moments: mean, r,ariance, skeu,ness and kurtosis, defined as

il

Tr
.4--il

-t - ,

n

n

I(¿ -¡)'
- 

i=l

n-I

respectively, were used to examine the shape of each of the ,,vave time series.

É(r -")'
i=l

1s'¡'t1n -1;'
S=
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Porve¡ spectra were computed for each instrument, for each record and compared using correlation.

Cross-spectral analysis is performed to examine the coherence and phase spectra for the ADV and

EMCM records. The coherence provides a measure of the correlation between the two measurements

at each frequency and the phase spectrum indicates the phase difference between the trvo records at

each frequency. For this analysis, the records were broken into 20 blocks ofdata; the coherence and

phase were computed and averaged to obtain 40 degrees of f¡eedom. Transforms r.vere done using a

Hamming window with no overlap. The biased upper limit on zero coherence (95% conÍìdence limit)

is estimated using

The integrated variance of the incoherent signal betr.veen the trvo records

frequency to 1Hz, can be represented by

,, = Ito (l-yr)(pr,urrp^o,.),,. ,f ,J7=6 \

rvhere s is the integrated deviation between the trvo instmment recorciines,

is the energy density spectrum.

2

r-2 - t ^,rltJ;,t- - l-tr

3.3 Observations

The objective of this intercomparison was to examine the agreement betrveen EMCM and ADV data.

In order to ensure an unbiased compaiison, it r,vas decidecl to limit the dataset to those that contain

ADV data not influenced by the bottom. ln other words, this stucly rviil not inclucie anv record that is

sufficientiy close to the bottom that boundary layer effects or other near-bottom disturbances may be

significantly affecting the velocities. This is a reasonable restriction since u,e rr,'ould expect the

records to have differences if the bottom has a larger effect on one sensor than on the other.

Therefore, to be conservative, a minimum sampling volume to boundary distance ol 20 cm was

chosen. For this reason, and because the ADV sampline volume on Frame F rvas typicaÌly' r,ery close

to the bottom, onl.u- Frame B rvas used for the intercomparison.

(3.5)

over the incident r,vave

A Bispectrctl Analysis of Neorshore Flov,Meter DatcL

/ is the coherence and P

(3.6)
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Figure 3.1 illustrates a portion of a typical cross and long-shore time series as record.ed by the EMCIyI

ancl ADV instrumentation, post-processed in the marìner described in Chapter 2. The agreernent

betrveen these time series is very good. In this example, beginning at 05:30 on October l l, 1997, the

EMCM and ADV instruments rvere positioned 55 and 165 cm from the bottom, respecriv.ely. With

the ADV being sufficiently away from the bottom, boundary effects should be negligible.

In order to compare ADV and EIVICM time series, the ADV records were resampled from 25 Hzto 2
Hz. This rvas done by applying an anti-aliasing (lowpass) FIR filter to the ¡ecord cluring the

resampling process. Figure 3.2 is a segment of the cross-sho¡e time series of a typical record,

illustrating the resampled time-series.

Figure 3.3 is a one-to-one plot of EM data versus the resampled ADV data forboth cross and long-

shore velocities. As mentionecl, linear regression and correlation betr,veen each pair of records rvere

the first steps in the intercomparison. For this example file, (05:30, October ll. 1997), the

correlations forthe cross shore and long shore velocities are 0.981 and O.907,respectiveiv. Although

this shows the trvo records are very highly correlated, (keeping in mincl that long-shore structure is

much more dependent on vertical position than is the cross-shore), correlation does not reveal

anything as to agreement in the value of the data, only agreement in their shape. Also shorvn on

Figure 3.3 is the equation resulting from the linear regression. The slopes of these best-fit lines

indicate that the record magnitudes also compare very rvell as they are very close to unity. As rvas

the case rvith the majority of the records used for thís intercomparison, this record comprised 2800

points.

The first four moments computed for this record are given in the follorving table.

TABLE 3.1 - VALUES OF TIiE FIRST FOLiR NIOùIE¡íTS (05:30, OCT. It,gj)

"T

s-

ADV

Cross-shore

.s

K
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0.020

0.089

ENICÙI

Cross-shore

0.675

3.291

0.016

0.088

ADV

Long-shore

0.750

3.667

0.036

0.008

E}ICNI

Long-shore

-0.054

2.974

tt.023

0.007

-0.053
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Although the mean velocities measured by these instruments are cluite different, the variance and

skewness estimates are quite similar. The kurtosis estimates associated with the wave peakiness in

the long-shore direction are subject to somewhat larger error.

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate a second time series, beginning at 19:30 on October 4,Igg7. The time

series in this example exhibits one of the worst agreements between ADV and ElvfCM data used for

the intercomparison. In this example, the correlations are 0.916 and 0.556, respectively. The slopes

of the best fit lines are 0.922 and 0.738, respectively'. It is apparent that the long-shore velocities do

not agree very rvell in this example.

The first four moments computed from this record, are shor.vn in Table 3.2.

TABLE 3.2 - VALUES OF THE FIRST FOUR IIONIENTS (19:30, OCT.4,97)

Jú

s

ADV

Cross-shore

^s

I(

In general, there is good agreement between the data from these trvo instmments, except for the

skervness estimates.

To carry these comparisons forward, throughout all applicable records, the comparative parameters

were calculated for each record and examined in bulk. Figures 3.6 through 3.9 shorv the comparison

of the mean flow, variance, sker'vness and kurtosis, respectively for ali records used in the

intercomparison data set. The t'rvo records considered previously' are indicated in each figure rvith the

symbols fl and O for the October 4 and October 11 records, respectively.

-0.009

0.0i9

EMCNI

Cross-shore

0.124

3.025

-0.012

0.021

ADV

Long-shore

0.248

3.1 28

Fi*zure 3.i0 iliustrates the cor¡elation coefficient for each record, for both rhe cross and long shore

velocities. Again, the trvo example records are indicated in these plots. It is apparent that the cross

shore measurements are very strongll.' correlated r','ith 12 values greater than 0.9. The long-shore

-0.t22

0.004

Eil,TCNT

Long-shore

0.078

2.831
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records are not as strongly conelated, with 12 values as low as 0.55 but typically above 0.80. As

mentioned eariier, holvever, the long-shore records will be more depth dependent and correlations as

great as those for the cross-shore records should not be expected.

In order to compare the porver spectra computed from the data obtained by each sensor, correlations

were computed. These cor¡elations, illustrated in Figure 3.11, are very strong, even for the long-

shore records.

Cross-spectral analysis was performed to further compare the spectra from each record. The

coherence and phase spectra for the first example time series, (05:30, October 77, 7997), are show'n in

Figure 3. i 2. Aiso shorvn in the Figur e 3.I2 is the 95% confidence level for non-zero coherence; the

cross and long-shore spectra are coherent well beyond 0.5 Hz When compared to the porver spectra

for these same records, (Figure 3.13), it is apparent that there is very little energy beyond 0.5 Hz. The

incoherence found beyond 0.5 Hz is therefore due largely to the relatively high noise/signal ratio.

The coherence, phase and power spectra for the second example time series are shown in Figures 3.14

and 3.15, respectively. Once again, the records are found to be coherent out to 0.5 Hz, after rvhich the

frequencies have very little associated energy. re,sulting in a high noise/signal ratio.

As cliscussed earlier in this chapter, the integrated variance of the incoherent signal between the t'"vo

records can be represented by (3.6). This parameter provides a means of comparing the coherence for

all recorcis in the intercomparison data set. The e values for the cross and long-shore records can be

seen in Figures 3.16 (a) &.3.11(a), respectively. lntegrated variance values of up to approximately

i 1 cm/s can be observed. When normalized by the record standard deviation, integrated variances (of

the incoherent signals) as high as 25%o of the record standard deviation can be observed in the cross-

shore rvith values of nearly 60%o inthe long-shore direction.

Another method used to compare the coherence spectra in bulk r.vas to examine the frequency at

rvhich each spectra fel1 belor.v a coherence value of 0.8. This is not to say that values lorver than this

are not coherent, it simply provides a means to roughly examine the shape of the coherence spectra.

The results of this comparison, for the cross-shore and long-shore are shown in Figure 3.i8 (a) and

(b), respectively. It is evident that no record exhibits a coherence lorver than 0.8 at frequencies less

tlian 0.2 Hz. Figure 3.19 provides a similar comparison, indicating the frequency at rvhich the

colrerence falls belolv the95o/o Confìdence level. ln all cases. the two sis'nals are coherent bevoncl 0.4
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Hz and 0.3 Hz for the cross and long-shor-e components, and

specifically, 93% of the cross-shore records andg2yo of the

0.5 Hz.

in most cases it is beyond 0.5 Hz. More

long-shore records are coherent beyond
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CHAPTER 4 Nearshore Velocity Skewness

4.1 lntroduction

The response of nearshore beach sediments to wave skewness has been examined by many

researchers. The earliest sediment transport models incorporated a skeu'ness dependence and

researchers such as Bailard ancl lnman (198i), etc, have theoretically and experimentally proven this

dependence. Nearshore wave skervness, and contributions to skewness har,'e been eramined usinq

simple moment analysis as r,vell as bispectral analysis. The general motivation for such research is to

attempt to resolve the spatial ancl temporal va¡iability of u'ave induced skeu'ness. This, in turn is

needed in order to use sediment transport models for beach evolution modeling.

In chapter 1 , sediment transport models were introduced. It has been shorvn (Borven, i 980) that for a

beach in equilibrium

This equation relates the skervness of the cross-shore wave field to the beach slope, P if beach

ecluiiibrium occurs by bedload transport, (i.e., (i)=0¡.

Attempts have been made to develop a means to estimate, or parameterize, rhe wave-induced

skervness in the nearshore zone. Three such attempts are described in the foliorving sections. These

techniques or formulations are then used to estimate the skewness usins the data described in $2.0

and compared '"vith the skervness vaiues computed from each time series. For the purpose of these

comparisons, this computed skervness shall herein be referred to as "measured skeu ness".

ïanB-r."rffi
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4.2 Expansion of The 3'd Moment

The expansion of the third moment of near shore velocities was used by Foote and Fluntley (1992) to

examine the relative contributions of the various terms to the total skewness. The expansion or

decomposition of (r,t) in equation 4.1, yields ten terms, i.e.,

^-------ì------=-ì ^_ ) -_ ^ ) ^ ) ^_1 ^_)
= Lt' + It s' .+ tr t' * Jtttt r- I 5ttzt,- I Auu rtt, + Jtt t- Lt s i Szt r- tt, I 5tt - tt, I 5tt- tt, .

where ll, and lr¡ are the short and long wave components, respectively. and zl is the mean cross-shore

velocity.

Certain hypotheses about the magnitude of these terms are often used to simplify (4.2). Common

hypothesis are (Borven, 1980; Roelvink and Stive, 1989; Foote and Huntley , 1994)

-ä

o tt, >> \i,tt,

" ,, is uncon'elated to 
lrr,t l

With these hypotheses, (a.2) is reduced to

(r')= (rt +\+\)3

where the terms ": , 3-r,": , and 3tttu,rvill be herein after denoted term 2, term 4 and term 8,

respectively.

The relative contributions of all ten terms to the total skewness, as defined in equatipn 4.2, for the

ADV at frame B, just seaward of the bar, can be seen in Figures 4.1 . It is readily apparent that terms

2, 4 and 8 comprise a iarge fraction of the total sker,vness. Foote and Huntley (1992) found that these

terms dominate outside the surf zone. They found, horvever, positive (onshore) skervness for terms 2

and 4, and negative sker.vness (offshore) for term 8. The negative skervness found for tem-r 4 is a

(,') = rt *sfi *3,Ì,,, ,

(4.2t
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result of the offshore currents found at this site, which rvoulcl promote an offshore transport of
sediment. This term u'ill have high values during energetic seas rvith non-zero current (Figure 4.2)

because it represents the mean florv transported sediment that has been mobilizecl by the short rvaves.

The positive values that are typical of term 8 indicate a positive correlation betr.veen the short and

long wave conponents. These are not bound long waves, because they are in phase with the short

wave part. Bound iong rvaves are locked, and 180" out of phase rvith the short waves if they are

forced by radiation stress phenomenon.

The trend and mean cuffent lvere reinoved from all records but the rnean of each was retained. The

data u'ere iorv and high-passed usinq Graham filters. In order to determine the cutoff and terminal

frequencies, f. & f,, á uniqr-re method that incorporates the bispectrum (Appendix A) rvas used. The

real part of the bispectrum clescribes the sker.r'ness contribution associatecl r.vith various Aequency

interactions. Dift-erence interactions, r.vhich result in negative contributions to the sker.vness, occur

near the aris (i.e., either f¡ or f2 is a lorv frecluency). There typically exists an approximate frequency

at r.vhich the high frequency interactions (positive skervness) begin to increase the total sker,vness.

Figure 4.3 shorvs a band integration of the real part of the bispectrum, shor,ving the integrated

skervness betrveen any tr,vo r-ipper and lor,ver limits in the bispectrum. The back face of this bancl

integration surface (Figure 4.4) represents the integration betrveen lorver limit fi and the maximum

frequency, {,,n,, represented in the bispectrum. As the lower limit is reduced from f,u* to {',¡n, the

integrated values increase until they reach a maximum, after which the difference interactions, r.vith

negative values, begin to ior,ver them again. This maximum, computed fbr each record of the

experiment, rvas usecl as the cutotïtbr the high and lorvpass filters. The terminal frequency, f, r.vas set

to a value 0.005 belorv or above the lor.ver or upper cr"itoff frecluenc.v, respectively.

Figure 4.5 shows the total skeivness at Frame B (4.2) throughout the experiment vs. the skewness

calculated using (4.3). Notice that the three terms in (4.3), alone, often do not completely describe

the total skervness. This indicates that the remaining teffns in (a.2) may be more significant than i.vas

h¡rpothesised. It is apparent that although (4.3) does not completely account for the total skervness at

Frame B, it predicts the most sigrrificant part thereof. Virtualiy all points iie abcve a one-to-one line

on the fìgure. The best-fit line, rvith zero y-intercept, has a slope of m=0.75 and a resulting r: r,alue

of 0.71 .
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What might not be largely evident in Figure 4.1 is the strong correlation betrveen some of the

terms that have not been included in Eq.4.3. Table 4.1 lists the correlation coefficients from

each combination of the eight terms. Again, terms 9 and 10 were not included because their

magnitudes are much too small to contribute appreciably to the total skervness.

TABLE 4.1. Correlation betrveen terms in Equation 4.2

Ternt

I
I

2

i.00

3

4

2

-0.63

6

1.00

3

7

0.31

The table sho,,vs that many of the terms in Q.2) are strongly correlated. Of the terms neglected in the

development of (4.3), terms 1, 5 and 6 are all strongly correlated r.vith one another. Figure 4.6 shor,r,s

the sunr of terms I , 5 and 6 compared to that of terms 2, 4 and 8. Aithough the correlation betr'veen

terms 1, 5 and 6 may (or may not) be only the result of a shared correlation with the energy of the sea,

the fact remains that rvhen combined, they can contribute significantly to the total velocity skervness.

In addition. Table 4.1 reveals that not only are terms 1, 5 and 6 strongly correlated rvith one another,

they are strongly correlated with the temrs in (a.3). As can be seen in Figure 4.7, terms l, 5 and 6 are

rvell correlated with the velocity variance, indicating that they are signifìcant contributors to the total

velocity moment during high-eirergy periods. The relationship between the sum of these terms and

the velocit,v variance is exhibited in Figure 4.8. In fact, many of the terms erhibit similar

relationships to the velocity variance.

I

-0.66

4

i.00

0.88

-0.86

5

0.41

0.89

1.00

-0.82

6

0.5l

0.16

0.93

-0.81

7

r.00

0.58

0.36

0.85

-0.51

I

0.88

0.35

-0.52

1.00

0.s3

0.77

0.39

-0.72

0.49

-0.59

1.00

-0.'76

-0.72
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4.3 Parameterization of Velocity Skewness

The parameterization equations described in $ I .0 have been used to estimate the sker,vness of the data

described herein. These include the parameterization techniques developed by Doering and Borven

(1995) and those developed by Doering and Elfrink (2000). The skervness for each velocity record is

computed using the bispectrum, which provides a convenient means of determining the skewness and

asymmetry arising from wave-rvave (triad) interactions, something rhat cannot be examined using the

typical 3'd-moment computation of skewness which simply gives buik skewness.

The bispectrum is used to examine wave-rffave interactions that lead to sker.vness through phase-

coupling. The bicoherence spectrum is used to identify signit-rcantly phase-coupled modes. The

relative contribution to the total skewness arising fron phase-coupled modes is eramined using the

real part of the bispectrum. Sirnilarly, the imaginary part of the bispectrum is used to examine the

relative effect that each phase-coupled mode has on the total asymmetry.

The bispectrum is formally defined as the Fourier transform of the second-order covariance function

(HasselmarLn. 1963)

where

fi and 72 are lags, and E[ ] indicates an expected value. The bispectrum can also be expressed in

terms of complex Fourier coefficients (Kim and Powers, 1979)

J--- stt,, ?, ) s-¡(:''( 1:r=/'r: )! 
c! Trc{ T,,

S(r,,rr) =Pl( ØÇ (t + r,)( (t +î=)f ,

rvhere the convention isl +J):f¡, and x indicates a complex conjugate. B(f¡,f2) wr||

unless

i) there are waves present at the frequenciesl,.[. andfi, and

ii) there is a phase persistence, or phase relation, betr,l'een the s'aves at tliese fiequencies.

B (.f,,.fr) = nl¿(.f,)A(fr)A.(,f.)] ,
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(4.s)

(4.6)

be zero,
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Physically, if the waves present aI.ft,-fz, andf3 are normally excited nì.odes, then each wave will be

characterized by a statistically inclependent, or random phase, and the expected value of B(l ,l ) wili

be zero. If, however, the sum or differencewave,rt, is generated through an interactionbetweenf

andf2, then a persistent phase relation exists and the expected value of B(l ,f ) wili be non-zero.

4.3.1 Bispectral lntegration

In order to estimate the skex,ness arising from certain triad interactions, the bispectrum is inte_erated

betr.veen frequencies. ln the present study, the bispectmm was integated across rvind-r.vave

frequencies and across the frequencies involved in the peak-peak triad interactions. These limits are

determined using the power spectrum.

In order to isolate the r,vind-rvave contribution to the total skervness, the lower limit of the high

frequency interactions (rvincl-rvaves) are taken as those frequencies above the location on the rising

linb of the peak, which corresponds to a power spectral value equal to half the peak (Figure 4.9).

There is no upper limit.

The skervness, asym.metry and integrated biamplitude, resulting from integration of the reai,

imaginary ancl amplitude bispectra, respectively, were computed for ail records on frame B. Note that

these integrated values have been normalized by the variance of the frequencies involved in each

particular interaction.

4.3.2 Observations

As discussed in Chapter l, Doering and Bolven (1995) developed relationships for B*,,, S,u,," and 1,n,,,,.

These are again given in equations 4.7 through 4.9, respectively.

S*," = fO.A + 0.62log(Uri] cos{[-OOo + 9Oo tanh(0.73 I {,tr))n/1 S0}

An,, =[0.a + 0.62log(Uri] sin{[-lOo + 90o tanh(0.73 I Ur))n/ 1 IOJ

A Bispectral Aitaly,sis of Nearshore Flotv luÍeter Dc¿ta
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Where the Ursell parameter, Ur, was computed using a shallow water approximation and is given by,'

To evaluate the parameterization equations developed by Doering (i995), the Ursell nunber nas

computed for each record using (4.10). Figure 4.10 shows the intesrated biamplirude for the u'ind-

wave frequencies vs. the Urseli number. The preclicted value (4.7) is also shown. Tire obsen'ed and

predicted r.vind-rvave skervnesses and asymmetries are shown in Figure 4.11. \\hiie these equations

were a reasonable fit to the data studied by Doering and Bor,ven (1995), they are obviously inadequate

for the present clata.

From Figure 4.11, it appears that there was very little wave aslrnmetry at this location during the

experiment. Equation (4.9) preclicts that the rvaves rvill begin to pitch fonvard, resulting in horizontal

asyÍimetry, rvhen the Ursell parameter reaches values over 0.4. As was discussed in $i.0, the

presence or development of wave asymmetry leads to an eventual decrease in wave skewness, rvhich

\vas no¡ exhibited in this dataset. Fi-zure 4.12 illustrates a time series of pressure measurements

recorded at 03:00, on October 21,199'7. This pressure record conesponds to the ADV record rvith

the hiehest value for the Ursell parameter. It is evident from this pressure record that these \.vave are,

in fact. not aslrnmetric. To add to this point, Figure 4.I3 shou's colormap plots of the real and

imaginary bispectra for this same ADV record. Recal1 that the real and imaginary bispectra indicate

the arnount of skewness and asymmetr), respectively, arising fiom the interactions of any trvo

frequencies. This fìgure also indicates that there is very little asyrmnetry in these s-aves.

The parameterization equation developed by Doering et. al. (2000) has also been er.'aluated using this

data. As mentioned in $ 1.0, these researchers developed an analytical expression for the ske*'ness

using easily predicted nearshore parameters:, i.e.,

1 o HT2T't,-_' Ò c P
vt 

- 4 \tt' h'
(4.10)

S = -14.070[tunr.r (i + n, +
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"l)
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where

a^=(¿r = {l-u'/'-l Llh ll-["] ,J'

n. =14-o.2rsl. u,'¿" lu, l'

u' =H ,!

2.582
Lgt 

-' Llh

o, =14 -o.2oll,

From equation (4.11), developed rising genetic aigorithms, it is clifficult to drau,a clear phr,sical

meaning. Figr.rre 4.14 compares the measured skewness to that predicted using (4.11) through (4.16).

It is readily apparent that actual skelvness vaiues at this location are not accurately represented b-i, this

relationship. These results are particulally clisheartening considering the relative success attained b,v

these authors r.rsing this relationship on data collected at the same location and tine as the data used in

the present study. It is noted, however, that their data rvere collectecl a distance over 300 m fiom

shore at depths of roughl;"4 meters, rvhereas the data described in $2.0',vere collected a distance less

than 100 m from shore at depths of roughly 2 m.

Figure 4.i5 clescribes the relationship betr.veen skewness and the Urseli number, as defined in (4.11)

and (4.16). Note that this def,inition for the Ursell Parameter results in values more than tu'o orders of

magnitude greater than those predicted using (4.10), (i.e. (314)l(8n2; : I05.276). To be consistenr

with eariier anaiysis in this thesis, the Ursell number, from this point forward, is normalized by this

value after (4.11) is calculated. Just as Doering and Bo,,vens equation for skervness (1995). this

equation preclicts an eventual decrease in skervness with increased Ur. There appears to be trvo

overlapping "bands" in Figure 4.14. One band seems to relate measured to predicted skervness in

rvhat appears to be a linear manner, rvhile the second does not. Seemingly, the reason for this is that

rvhile (4.i1) predicts a decrease in ske,,vness with Ur, there rvas no such decrease in the measured

waves. Figure4.l6isaplotofthevelocityvariancethroughouttheexperiment. Allvaluesu'ithan

Ursell number _$eater than 0.6 are indicated with green dots. These same records are inclicated in

Figure 4.17 u'ith _ereen clots. It is apparent from looking at Figure 4.15 that Ur = 0.6 is an

(4.12)

(4.13.)

(4. r4)

(4.151

(4.16)
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approximate

predicted by

asymnetry.

inflection point for the relationship

(4.11). It is apparent, again, that

betrveen the Ursell number (4.16) and the skervness

the waves in this environ¡rent \\'ere not subject to
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CHAPTER 5 Summary and Conclusions

5.1 lntroduction

Researchers have been stud-ving \.\'aves and wave-related phenomenon for centuries. The earliest of

these focused their efforts on obselation and the deveiopment of fundamental theories and

mathematical relationships. With the emergence of electronic technology, instruments r'"-ere

developed to measure velocities, pressrres, secliment load, etc. The capabilities of these instrumenrs

improved, but until recent times, hydlodynamic research was -generally limited to datasets comprised

of a ferv short records with lorv sampling-frequency.

Large coliaborative coastal experiments have been increasing in popularity. One such collaboration

of experimenters, SandyDuck '97, resulted in very large amounts of data, including the data set used

in this study. The experiment took place in the fall of 1991, starting in August and ending in

November. The research described in this thesis is part of a series of experiments within SandyDuck

'97, performed by a Canadian team of Faculty and students from Dalhousie University, the University

of Manitoba and Memorial University of Newfoundland.

The research is generaiiy based on velocity data recorded at one offive locations in the nearshore that

comprised the Canadian experiment. This location provided velocity measurements from near the

ocean bottom recorded using modem acoustic instrumentation as well as concurrent and reiatively

collocated velocity measurements recorded using the more traditional electromagnetic current meter.

Using these data, this research generally included two very different objectives. The first, a

comparison betrveen the data recorded by these trvo instruments, was hoped to provide an irrefutable

test of the accuracy of traciitional electroma_snetic current neters. The second objective w-as to
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examine velocity skewness rvhich has been shown to be an important factor in sediment transport

and, therefore, influential to beach erosion and accretion.

In $1.0, an additional objective r,r'as to examine the adequacy of ADV instrumentation in measuring

near bottom velocities. Two instrument frames, B and F, were equipped with both ADV and EMCN,I

instrumentation, as described in $2.0. The ADV sensor on Frame F, being closer to shore and closer

to the bottom, was subject to recurring instrument failures due to sedimentation and burial of the

sampling volume. It rvas originally hoped that this frame rvould provide the most significant insight

into the near-bed dynamics. As it tumed out, however, the data was questionable. at best, for most of

the duration of the experiment. With this being said, the ADV instrumentation ri-as inadecluate for

measuring near bottom velocities in our case and conditions.

5.2 Summary

5.2.1 lntercompar¡son
As described in $2.0, a relatively iarge data set trvas available from instrument Frame B to perform a.n

intercomparison betrveen velòcities recorded using acoustic doppler and electromagnetic sensors.

The dataset, originally running from late August to mid-November, r,vas limited to those records that

were not expected to be significantly effected by bottom effects. Additionally, a time-jitter problem

in the EìvfCM data through most of September, precluded its use in the intercomparison. It was

decicled that the data recorded during October and early November l,vould be sufficient to perform the

intercomparison.

'With 
a dataset as large as this, the intercomparison necessarily involved bulk parameter comparisons.

ln order to introduce each comparitive parameter, trvo example records (05:30,October 11 and 19:30,

October 4, 1997) were chosen to reflect the best and rvorst agreement, respectively, betlveen the trvo

instruments. Each comparative parameter lvas estimated for each of these example time series and

then the bulk estimates were compared for all records simultaneously.

ln order to compare the shapes of the recorded time series, the correlation coefficient was determined

for each pair of records. The correlation coefficients u'ere found to be very high. rvith 12 values of

0.981 and 0.907 for the cross and lons-shore records on October 1I,1997. The lor.l'est correlations in
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the entire dataset were found for the record on October 4, rvith 12 values of 0.916 and 0.556 for cross

and iong-shore velocities, respecti\¡ely. It was found for the entire dataset that in general, the cross-

shore velocity records were highly correlated rvith 12 values almost entirely exceeding 0.95. The

long-shore velocities exhibited lorver correlations with 12 values generally exceeding 0.8.

The fi¡st four record noments; mean, variance. skewness and kurtosis rvere also computed in order to

compare the shapes of the time series. The mean flows compared very rveli for the long-shore and

cross-shore records, although the long shore exhibited a higher correlation. Tlis is understandable

since these current magnirudes rvere much higher (<1.5 m/s) than for the cross-shore (<0.4 m/s).

Acìclitionally, vertical variation is typically lalger in the cross-shore oscillatory flow making the

measurements more densitive to vertical separation. The correlations rvere found to decrease for the

higher moments rvith kurtosis ultimately erhibiting the poorest rr values. This is understandable

since, for the higher moments. any differences between the trvo respective time series r,vill be

compounded.

ln order to compare the velocit¡z magnitudes and frequency distribution, rvhich is not reveaied in the

prececline estimates, the time series rvere Fouri_er transformed and the power spectra compared. The

power spectral value at a particular frequenc,v indicates the amount of energy existinq in the record at

that frequency. Comparison of spectra correlations revealed very high r2 values for both the cross-

and long-shore records rvith values generaliy exceeding 0.98 and 0.95, respectively.

Coherence and phase spectra were compared for the trvo example time series and in bulk for the

entire dataset. The integrated variance of the incoherent signal betr,veen each ADV and EMCìvi

record was computed from these coherence spectra. Good agreement exists rvith deviations, e,

ranging from 2-1.2 cm/s, with the majority being belorv 5-7 crrls, for both cross- and long-shore

measurements. When normalized to factor out the velocity magnitudes, this integrated variance was

generally found to be less than 15olo of the record variance for cross-shore records and less lhan40o/o

for long-shore records.

Coherence values were found to drop belorv 0.8 beyond 0.3 Hzand 0.2 Hz, for cross- and long-shore

records respectively. \!hen compared to the 95% confìdence limit for zero coherence, the majority of

the records, both cross- and long-shore, were found to be coherent beyond 0.5 Hz. From observ'ation
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of por,ver spectra, very little energy was found to exist beyond this value, indicating the incoherence is

due to a high noise/signal ratio.

5.2.2 Nearshore Velocity Skewness
Skewness has been shown by many investigators to play a large role in the erosion and accretion of
sandy sediments in beach environments. Skervness derives from nonlinearities in the r.vave field that

cannot be estimated using linear theory. The use of higher order .r,.,'ave theories, such as Stokes

Theory, for modeling the spatial variability of velocit-u- moments iike skeu'ness is questionable

because shoaling a Stokes rvavetrain does noi lead to wave asymmetry. This asi'mmetry is important

because it lead to an eventual decrease in skervness.

if models such as Bagnold's model for bedload transport are to successfully be used to model beach

evolution, a detailed spatial and temporal inventory of sker,vness rvill be necessary. Attempts to

parameterize ske',vness have been presented. This study evaluates parameterizatíon tech:riques

proposecl by: i) Doering and Borven (1988). and ii) Doering anci Eifrink (2000) usins AD\: data

recorded for a period of over two months.

Contributions to sker,vness from low, high and mean flo.¡' components are also evaluated. in order to

evaluate relative importance to total skewness.

5.2.2.I 3'd Moment Exoansion

Foote and Huntley (1992) examined the relative contributions to the total skeriness by considering

the total instantaneous cross-shore velocity as the sum of th¡ee constituent paits: the mean flou'. high

frequency and low frequency. This expansion lead to ten third moment constituent terms.

They found that, in general, three terms dominate the u'ave skewness outside the surf zone. These

rvere the terms involving; i) the skewness of the incident short waves, ii) the correlation betrveen

incident waves and mean flow, and iii) the correlation between the short and long-rvave aotion.

lnside the surf zone, the dominant terms involved; i) the skervness of the incident short waves. ii) the

correlation betrveen the incident short rvaves and a mean florv, and iii) the correlation betu'een the

iong rvave energy and a mean florv.
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The same terms Foote and Huntley found to dominate the wave skervness outside the surf zone were

found to dominate the data in the present research though these measurements were in transitional

lvater'.

Consistent rvith Foote and Huntley, the skewness of the incident short waves was positive indicating

an onshore transport of sediment. Unlike Foote and Huntley, horvever, the second (and most)

dominant contribution (tenn 4), rvhere the incident waves mobiiize sediments rvhich then move with

the mean flor.v,lvas found to be negative. This result of the offshore currents found at this site wouid

act to promote offshore sediment transport. Finally, the last dominant term. (term 8). rvas found to be

mostly positive unlike that found by Foote and Huntley.

The remaining terms, asicle from the last trvo rvhich rvill typically be negligible, have been ñlrther

examined to evaluate their potential importance. It is shown that several of these remaining terms

exhibit a strong comelation r,vith each other and with the dominant three terms. Because of this

correlation, these terms, when combined, could become more significant contributors to the total

sker.vness at different iocations in the Nearshore through wave migration.

5.2.2.2 Parameterization of Velocity Skervness

Using over tlo months of data, originally recorded at 25 Hz, ti.vo parameterization techniques have

been tested. Alter evaluating the energy available beyond 2 Hz, iT rvas decided to resarnple the data

¡.o 2Hz for computation efficiency.

The first parameterization technique, (Doering and Bowen, 1995), invoived the use of equations

relating Biamplitude, Skewness and Asymmetry to the lJrsell number. \\4ren applied to the present

dataset, relationships were evident but the results were tenuous.

The equation relating the skewness arising from lvind-wave interactions to the Ursell ',r,as the first

tested. The resulting relationships exhibited an 12 value of 0.61 indicating a relationship, hor,,'ever the

slope and intercept of the log-línear equation was not appropriate.

The parameterization equations for the wind-rvave sker,vness and asymmetry rvere inappropriate for

the present dataset for lJrsell numbers greater than 0.6. The relationship betrveen skewness and the

Ursell number as proposed b.v Doering and Borven (1995) facilitated the expectation that as \!aves
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become pitched fonvard due to shoaling (asymmetric), the skewness should begin to clecrease. In the

present case, the calculated asymmetry values seemed unaffected by the Ursell parameter. In fact, no

significant asymmetry was experienced at this experimeni location. As a result, measured skervness

values continued to increase with the Urseil number.

The second parameterization technique, (Doering and Eifrink, 2000), was developed using genetic

algorithms to determine the best relationship between the following dimensionless parameters: 1)

H./h,2) L/tr, and 3) 6: tanB/(H,/L")ot. Th"se algolithms rvere applied to more than 55,000 samples

from four different experiments. One of these experiments was at the same location and period as the

experiment used to collect the present data.

It r,vas found that once again, the fomula did not frt the present data as stated by the authors. In fact,

the relationship between the measured skervness and the sker,vness predicted using their fonnulation

was very poor and insensible. This is curious since, as mentioned above, the formulation used data

collected at the same experiment as the present research, albeit at a different location further from

shore.

Once again, because this equation also predicts the eventual decrease in skervness rvith increasins

Ursell number, the formula was inappropriate for the present dataset. ln addition, for Urseli numbers

less than 0.6, while the relationship is linear, the slope and intercept of the equation u'ere

inappropriate..

5.3 Conclusions

h general, the velocity measurements lvere found to agree very well in the intercomparison. The

cross-shore records exhibited the highest agreement for most parameters except for long-shore

current comparisons. This is to be expected because the cross-shore orbital velocities are

generally much larger than the long-shore orbital velocities and percent errors should therefore be

smaller. Mean cur¡ents, horvever, were found to be much larger in the long-shore direction,

resulting in smaller percentage error than for the cross-shore.
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It is suggested that ADV and EN,ICìvI instrumentation perform very similariy. The ciifferences

that were found carurot be necessarily' attributed to instrument error because of the vertical and

horizontal separation of the instruments. Velocities are expected to vary with depth and can be

subject to localized variations.

Further experimentation, involving ADV measurements taken from within a much closer

proximity to the EMCM (e.g. <10 cm) would be necessary to compare the instrumentation to an)'

higher degree.

The mean flow has been shorvn to be an important contributor to velocity skewness. This should

be considered r,vhen performing bispectral analysis, rvhich renl.oves the effect of the mean.

Trvo parameterization techniques for estimating near shore velocity sker.vness arising frorn

nonlinear interactions were testecl using a signifìcant amount of velocity clata. These techniques,

as presented by the authors resulted in tenuous relationships, at best.

The ecluation proposed by Doering and Boyen, (1995), for estimating Biamplitude arising from

rvind-r.vave interactions was found to be unsuitable for this data with an 12 value of 0.61 .

The equations proposed by Doering and Bowen, (1995), for estimating ske.,vness and asl.mmetrv

did not appeil to be suitable for this environment because of an apparent lack of asymmetry at the

experiment location.

The formulation proposed by Doering and Elfrink. (2000), for estimating Nearshore skervness

r.vas also not successful for this site because of the lack of asymmetry. It has been sho',vn,

horvever, that the form of the equation does seem to have merit for the present data for Urseil

values less than 0.6, if the slope and intercept were modified accordingly.

It is believed that both parameterization techniques have merit in situations rvhere asymmetry is

present causing an eventual decrease in skewness. Further research is necessary to understand the

processes leading to rvave asymmetry and the prediction of its presence.
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APPENDIX A Bispectral Theory

4.1 Bispectral Theory

Ilone consiclers a plot of cross-shore velocity vs. time such as in Figure 4.1(b), a lack of synlletry

r,vith respect to the horizontal a:lis is knolvn as lvave skewness. Simrlarly, a time selies that lacks

symmetry with respect to the vertical axis indicates wave asynmetry, Figure 4.1(c). Sediment

transport in coastal beach envirorunents has been shou'n to be dependent on velocity skelvness,

(Doering, 1988). The bispectrum can be used to determine the nonlinear coupling betrveen

frequencies responsible fol skerved and asymmetric florv.

The bispectrum was first used to examine the nonlinearities of shallow water',vaves in 1963,

(Hasselmann et. a1., i963). Since then, bispectral techniques have been used by many investigators to

study the nonlinearities in a wide variety of fie1ds including earth noise, machine vibrations, and

shoaling surface gravity \\,aves, (Eigar, 1985, Guza, 1985, and Doering, 1995).

If ((r) is a stationary ranclom function of time, it can be represented as a superposition of statisticaliy

unconelated waves (i.e., the phase of each wave is random). The variance spectrum of this time

series completely characterizes it and phase information is not needed. However, if the phase of the

Fourier con-iponents of Ç(t) are not randomly distributed, then ((l) is not Gaussian. Lr this case, the

variance spectrum cannot completely characterize Ç(t).In such cases, however, one carì.not tell from

the por,ver spectrum whether or not ((t) is Gaussian and nonlinearities can be o..'erlooked. The

bispectrum how'ever, is capable of identifying deviations from a Gaussian form. It reveals the relative

energy arising from frequency-frequency interactions, much like the power spectrum reveals the

relative enersy for single frequencies. The bispectrum is defined as the Fourier transform of the

second-order covariance ftinction (Hasselmann et. al., i963).
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Bispectral Analysis

\¡/here

T¡ and ø are lags, and E[ ] indicates an expected value. The bispectrum can also

terms of complex Founer coeffìcients (Kim and Po"vers, 1919),

B(f,, fr) = EIA(f,) A(fr) A. (f)f

r* r*
B(f,,-fr)= 

J _ .J*t,r, 
,rr)e-¡P"(t'r¡htz)) d.rrclr,

S(r,,rr) =ElçØKt + r,)((t + rr)f,

where the convention is fr+-fz:f3, and 
* 

indicates complex conjugation. 8{|f1,/ ) rvill be zero,

uniess

i) there are waves present at the frequenciesfl,f2, andf , ancl

iÐ there is a phase persistence, or phase relation, betrveen the r,vaves at these frecluencies.

Physically, if the u'aves present ar ft, fz, and j are not interacting i.vith one another (nonnally excited

modes), then each lvave will be characterizedby a statistically independent, or random phase, ancl the

expectecl value of B(f, ,-fù will be zero. If, h6rvever, the sum or difference wave,.lì. is generated

through an interaction betrveenj andf2, then a phase relation rvili exist and the expected value of

B(-ft,-ft) rvill be non-zero.

Noting that A(f) : A*(-Ð for real Ç(t), it can be shown that the bispectrum has the following

symmetly relations:

(A.1)

(A.2)

be expressed in

B(1, f') = B(fr,.f,) = B(.f,,-f - f') = B(- f, - .f., f,)
= B(fr,-f - fr)= B(-í,- f,fr)

The bispectrurn is therefore uniquely de{rned by the first octant defined by

0.f.o", 03f,lf,

(4.3)

The f{yquist frequency (fN), horvever. is the maximum resoivable frequency. It is customary to

compute only the bispectmm in the first bifrequency region inclicated in Figure 4.2.
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Bispectral Analysis

Due to fìnite length effects the bispectrum of a Gaussian process r,vill most likely be non-zero. hr

order to determine rvhich interactions are truly due to phase-coupled modes, it is usefui to express the

bispectrum in a normalized form knor,vn as the bicoherence. Kim and Polvers, (1979), define the

bicoherence spectrun as

Since b2(1,-É) is normalized b-v the Fourier coefficients it is independent of the t,ave amplitude,

B(ft,.f)) is not. For'a large number of degrees of freedom, % the bicoherence is expected tobe i
ciistributed rvith 2 degrees of freedom. The 950/o confidence limit on zero bicoherence is given by

b' (-fr, -fr) =

The bispectmm can be expressed in terms of a biamplitude and a biphase such that

B (-f,, .fr) = ln U,, .f)le-' Þ{ t,' t.t

rvhere þ (ft ,ft ) is the biphase and is given by

lnu,, fr)l'

t2
Dgso/" =

5.991

The integral of the real

1963), such that

(A.6)

rvhere S[] denotes the real part. The sker,vness of ((t) is found by normalizinq eqr-ration 8.8 by the

variance of Ç(t) to the 3i2 power. Therefore,

E[f'trr] = l:fer{86 ,.r,)} a¡,a¡,
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B¡spectral Analysis

Similarly the integral of the imaginary part of the bispectrum is used to define the rvave asymmetry of
((l) such that

,,r'here 31Ì denotes the imaginary part.

f_ f_
¡L-

s{B(.f,,.f=)} Ay,d¡,

eli:'rt>l:<

(4.1 1)

(4.12)
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Bispectral Analysis

(a) Sinusoidal

(b) Skervness

1 .0.

t:
3 or.
f..=:
c

(c) Asymmeiry

0.01: -
t.u

:
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Ë3:
Ë o.r.
=
c

Figure 4.1: Schematic showing (a) a sinusoidal profile that is svrnmetric with respect to both the
horizontal and vertical axis. (b) A skerved pioÍìle, i.e., one thr.t lacks slmmetry rvith respect to
the horizontal aris. Note that this profile is venically syrnmetric. (c) An asymmetric proftle, i.e.,
one that lacks svrn¡netry r.vith respect to the verticai axis. Note that this profìle is horizontally
s,v-mmetric. The spectral composition and phase of the harmonics rvith respect to the primary
frequency (,6) is shown to the right of the profiles. Notice that (b) and (c) have identical spectral
compositions. Hoi,vever, the phase of the n'h harmonics is shifted by n'72 for the asymmetric
profile, rvhereas the harmonics are all phase-locked and in phase for the skerved Stokes-type
rvave. A phase relation betr,veen the harmonics and the primary other than that sho."vn in (b) and
(c.¡ results in a profile that is both skerved and as)'mmetric. (sourc e: Doering, 1988)
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Bispectral Theory

f, r.-

I

Figure 4.2: Plan vierv of the hifreq'r:ncy plane shor.ving the area defined by a Nyquíst frequency
(i,1. Numbers indicate the t.,'elve ideniical regions in the brsp;:l;;-r:. The six diagonals are
i:Cici.ted by ------. The line inciicaies uvhele/ +f, -í,: C. ?¡r¡rs (a), (b) and (c) shorv
'.". l-eie e self-self sum interaction, a generai sum interaction, and a cliff:i'::-:e intenction.
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